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I. Introduction 
A major I mpe<I I ment to the use of Bayes Ian metho<ls In pr act Ice Is the lack of 
adequate software. No stat 1st lcal software system in w l<lespread use today supports 
Bayesian analyses. Performing such an analysis would therefore. require writing a 
considerable amount of specialized computer code to carry out the necessary 
calculations. Since the time required by this programming effort would reduce the time 
available for considering the statistical aspects of a problem this makes a Bayesian 
approach considerably less attractive than it might be otherwise. An objective of the 
research reported in this paper Is to remedy this situation by developing tools that wl11 
facilitate the routine use of Bayesian methods. 
We begin by Imagining a typical analysis problem In which an analyst or a team of 
analysts might have, say, four or f Ive person days available to devote to an analysis. As 
much of this time as possible should be spent on the statistical aspects of the problem 
rather than on computat lonat aspects. It should be possible, at a given stage In the 
analysis, to formulate an appropriate model and prior dlstribut Ion, communicate this 
formulation to a comput Ing system. and obtain answers. or at least reasonable 
approximations to answers. based on this formulation. The computational parts of this 
process should consume as little time and effort as possible. 
This description can be viewed as a loose specif lcation of the requirements for a 
software system to support Bayesian computing. The system must be f lexlble enough to 
handle for mu lat ions that are appropriate for a w Ide variety of problems. and w i 11 
usually not fall Into a convenient conjugate prior-likelihood combination. computations 
must be done using algorithms capable of producing reasonable answers In a reasonable 
amount of time with a minimum of intervention. Finally, the system should make It as 
easy as possible for the user to communicate the problem formulation to the computer 
an<I analyze the results of the computat Ions. In Bayesian analyses these results w 111 
often be graphical In nature. consist Ing for example of plots of posterior dlstrlbut Ions. 
To produce a satisfactory environment for supporting Bayesian analyses we· thus 
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require adequate computational algorithms for evaluating, say, posterior moments and 
marginal densities, as well as a supporting shell that facilitates the application of 
these algorithms to a particular problem. In this paper we will describe a preliminary 
Implementation of such an environment. The algorithms we use for the basic 
computations are based on recently developed second order approximation methods. These 
w 111 be discussed briefly In the follow Ing sect Ion. The shell is provided by the s 
software system developed at Bell Laboratories. The Interface between the algorithms 
and S will be described In Section 3. To Illustrate the use of this environment we 
present a brief example In section 4, and we conclude In section 5 with a discussion of 
some of the limitations of the present framework and possible directions for further 
development. 
2. Asymptot le Approx I mat Ions 
In this section we will discuss methods for approximating posterior moments and 
marginal dens it les. These calculat Ions require a method for evaluat Ing certain integrals. 
One possible approach Is to use numerical lntegrat ion methods, such as Gauss-Herm lte 
quadrature (see Naylor and Sm Ith 1982 or Sm Ith et al. 1985) or Monte-Carlo lntegrat Ion 
(see K loek and Van o ijk 1978, ze liner and Ross I 1984, or Geweke 1986). Both approaches 
are reasonable In many cases. However, In many problems, especially those with four or 
more parameters, these approaches will require a considerable amount of computing 
time, making them somewhat less attractive for preliminary stages of an analysis in 
which it would be useful, for example, to be able to compare posterior means calculated 
under several different assumpt Ions. For these prell m I nary stages we prefer to use 
approx I mat Ions that are somewhat less accurate but can be computed more rap idly, 
reserving slower, more accurate approximation methods for later stages of an analysis. 
Posterior dlstrlbut ions are often approxl mated by a normal dlstrlbut ion w Ith mean 
equal to the maxi mum like llhood est I mat or and covar lance matr Ix equal to the observed 
Information matrix. Often this approximation will suff Ice, but In many cases It will 
not. In particular, It does not capture any possible skewness in the posterior, nor Is It 
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able to reflect the Influence of the prior on the posterior distribution. 
To overcome tnese Inadequacies one can compute second order approxl mat Ions. several 
authors have Invest lgate<I such approxl mat Ions, lnclu<llng Lln<ltey (1980), Mosteller an<I 
Wallace ( 1984), Johnson ( 1967), Leonard ( 1982), and T lerney and Kadane (1986), among 
others. All are based on the use of Taylor series expansions of the Integrands of the 
integrals to be computed. though the deta 11s of the expans Ions vary somewhat. The 
approximation proposed by Lindley for example requires the explicit computation of third 
derivatives of the tog posterior density for evaluating posterior means; fourth and fifth 
derivatives are required for posterior variances. The approach in Tierney and Kadane 
avoids the need for calculating more than second order derivatives by using different 
centers for the Taylor expansions of the numerator and the denom lnator Integrands. 
In our Implementation described below we have Chosen to use the second order 
approximations of Tierney and Kadane as the default method for computing posterior 
means and standard deviations. These approximations apply directly the computation of 
posterior means an<t variances of a posit Ive funct Ion of the parameters. several 
alternat Ives are available for adapt Ing the approxi mat Ions to functions that take on both 
positive and negative values. One approaeh, the approach used In the Implementation 
descr I bed be tow, Is to approx I mate the moment generat Ing function of the posterior 
distribution of the function as described above, and then numerically differentiate the 
approxl mate moment generat Ing funct Ion. A second alternat Ive Is to add a large constant 
to the function, thus making it essentially positive. It can be shown that both 
approaches are format ly equivalent and, for approx) mat Ing the mean, are formally 
equivalent to Lln<lley·s approximation. Further discussion of this point can be found In 
Tierney, Kass and Kadane ( 1986). 
Laplace·s method for Integrals can also be used to integrate out an but one or two 
components of a vector of parameters from a Joint posterior density to produce an 
approximate marginal posterior density. This approach, proposed Dy Leonard (1982) and 
Phillips (1983), leads to an approximation that Is more accurate than Edgeworth-type 
expansions about the posterior mode. The performance of ·these approximations Is very 
si m llar to the performance of the saddle point approximation for sampling distributions 
as discussed for example In Daniels (195tt) and Barndorff-Nlelsen and Cox (1979). Further 
details on the approximation of marginal posterior densities are given In Tierney and 
Kadane ( 1986) and Kass, T lerney and Kadane ( 1987) 
3. Implementation 
our Implementation consists of two parts: A set of Fortran subroutines for computing 
the basic approximations, and an interface to the s system. s, described In Becker and 
Chambers (1984), Is a system for Interactive data analysis and graphics. Its top level is 
written as a language In which the user can apply functions to data sets. write loops for 
repeated application of functions, etc .. s Is designed to allow users to add their own 
funct Ions (see Becker and Chambers (1985)), which Is the approach we have used in 
providing an interface to our basic Fortran routines. 
There are several reasons why we chose to work w I thin s. One reason Is the ease of 
adding functions to the basic system. Another Is the flexibility of s Itself. s can be 
used to perform any necessary preprocessing of input data and postprocesslng of results. 
A single command line can be used to compute an approximation to a marginal posterior 
density at a specified set of points and pass the result on to ans plotting function. 
Furthermore, since s provides looping and control structures a user can, for example. 
write a short set of S statements to compute approximate posterior means for a set of 
data with each observation deleted, one at a time. Thus It Is not necessary to select a 
part lcular form of sens It lvlty analysis and hard code It Into the Fortran library. Instead 
a user can decide what form of analysts Is appropriate In a given problem and carry out 
the computat Ions in s Itself. If a part lcutar approach is found to be of general use it 
can be coded into ans macro. 
The Fortran subrout Ines could also be used as a stand-alone library. However a user 
would then have to prepare a driver program for preprocessing any data that Is to be 
analyzed, calling the approx I mat ion rout Ines, and process Ing the results. 
Our Implementation consists off Ives functions: 
s 
peval - evaluates the tog posterior density (mostly used for debugging) 
pmode - computes tne mode of the Joint posterior density (provides an 
Interface to the HYBRJl routine In the MINPACK library) 
pmoment - computes approximate posterior means and variances 
pmarl - computes approximate one dimensional marginal posterior 
densities 
pmar2 - computes approximate two dimensional marginal posterior 
densities 
To use these functions the user must supply a Fortran or c subroutine for evaluating 
the tog posterior density and any functions of the parameters. other than coordinate 
functions, that might be of Interest. The subroutine may also evaluate first and second 
derlvat Ives of the tog posterior density; If It does not then these wl ll be evaluated 
numerically. In add it Ion the user must supply an s data structure containing certain 
Inf or mat Ion needed by the approx I mat Ion funct Ions. inctud ing the name of the file 
containing the subroutines, tne number of derivatives computed In this subroutine. an 
initial guess for the posterior mode, and an Initial guess for the posterior standard 
devlat Ions, which is used In evatuat Ing numerical derivatives and for seating certain 
matrix computations. This structure can also contain the data to be used and a vector of 
nyperparameters for the prior or the l lket 1noo<1. lnctu<llng tnese In tne structure 
simpllf les the commands required to Invoke these functions. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of some details of the 
implementation of these functions. A reader interested primarily in their use might 
wish to proceed directly to the example discussed In the next section .. 
A major diff lcutty In providing a f texlble system for Bayesian analysis Is that the 
user must be able to specify a function, a posterior density or a prior - tlkellhood pair, 
and that the evaluation of this function must be as fast as possible, since It Is required 
many t I mes In the Innermost compiJtat lonat toop. In this respect the requirements for a 
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flexible Bayesian system are quite similar to the requirements for any system for the 
analysis of nonlinear regression models. 
we considered several approaches to this problem. one possible approach would have 
been to allow the user to specify an s expression for evaluating the tog posterior 
density. This would have been preferable from the user·s point of view, but would have 
required either a mechanism for calling s from within a Fortran routine to obtain the 
value of the dens lty at a part icutar point or the recod Ing of the approx I mat Ions as s 
macros. Because of the interpret Ive nature of these approaches we believe that both 
would have led to unacceptably stow performance on the hardware aval table and we 
therefore decided to require the user to specify the tog posterior density In a tower 
level language, such as Fortran. that can be comp I led Into machine code. An add It lonal 
conslderat Ion is that the current version of s only supports single precision arlthmet le, 
which Is not accurate enough for the approximations we used. 
Even the use of Fortran subrout Ines leads to some Interest Ing issues, given the current 
s Implementation In a UNIX environment: The user·s subroutine code has to be linked Into 
the s functions in some way. The approach we decided to use is to have the posterior 
subroutines compiled into a stand-alone program. When one of the approximation 
functions, such as pmoment. Is Invoked It w 111 locate the appropriate f I tes. compile the 
f Iles If the source files have been mo<llf led more recently than the object files, an<I 
fork off a process to run the posterior evaluator. The two processes communicate 
through UNIX pipes, w Ith arguments being sent down one pipe and results returned up 
another. This Is similar to the present Implementation of device drivers In s. It Is 
worth not Ing that th Is approach can also be used to I mp tement an s funct Ion for least 
squares fitting of nonlinear regression models. In particular, as a preliminary 
experiment we Implemented an s Interface to the nl2sn routine of Dennis, Gay and 
Welsch (1981) by this approach. This approach is preferable to our first approach in 
which we would recompile the s functions for each new mo<lel. This Is a stow process, 
which thus discourages a user from switching between several alternative models in an 
analysis. In addition, it requires a significant amount of disk storage space and makes it 
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dlff lcult to develop a library of standard models. 
4. An Example 
To Illustrate the use of the s functions described in the previous sect Ion we w i It 
demonstrate their use in a problem examined by Kadane (1985). The data are taken from 
the National Crime survey and consist of Interviews of households taken six months 
apart. In each Interview a member of a household Is asked whether anyone In the 
household has been the victim of a crime during the preceding six month period. The 
primary question of Interest Is whether there Is any association between victimization 
in the two periods. Unfortunately, a sign If leant fract Ion of the interviews could not be 
completed, result Ing In part I ally or completely m tss Ing tnformat ton on some households. 
The data are given in the following table. 
Table 1 
Victimization Results from the National Crime survey 
2nd visit 
1st visit Crime-free Victims Non-Response 
Crime-free 392 55 33 
Victims 76 38 9 
Non-Response 31 7 11 5 
If there had been no missing data we would have had a 2x2 contingency table with, 
say, u1 the probability that a household is crime-free in both periods, u2 the probability 
that It Is crime-free in period 1 and victimized In period 2, u3 that It Is victimized In 
period 1 and crime-free In periOd 2, and u4 = 1 - u1 - u2 - u3 that it Is victimized In 
both periods. The likelihood function would have been 
U n, u n2 u n3 u n4 1 2 3 4 I 
w Ith n1 = 392, n2 = 55, n3 = 76, and n4 = 38. A convenient choice of prior for a 
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likelihood of this form is a Dirichlet distribution with density proportional to 
for some D = (D1, D2, D3, D4). tcaaane cons1<1ers two ·nonlnformatlve· Dlrlcntet prior 
distributions, the Haldane prior with b = (0, o, 0, o) and the Jeffreys prior with b = 
(.S, .5, .5, .5), as well as an informative prior with b = (7.5, 1, 1, 0.5). He uses the 
0<1<1s ratio 
as a measure of assoc lat Ion, w Ith f > 1 represent Ing pos It Ive assoc lat Ion. 
The presence of missing data complicates the proDtem. As a f lrst approach we might 
assume that the data are missing at random, or that the mechanism generating missing 
observations Is Ignorable. Under this assumpt Ion we can Ignore the cell corresponding to 
missing information In both periods and can view the two margins with Information 
missing from only one period as supplemental samples from two binomial populations 
with success probabilities u1 + u3 and u2 + u4, respectively. This produces a likelihood of 
the form 
with n12 = 33, n34 = 9, n13 = 31 and n24 = 8. Finally, we might wish to be able to 
examine the implications of this ·missing at random· assumption. A f lrst approach 
might be to def lne the probabilities 
oc = P{non-responselvlctlmlzed} 
and 
$ = P{non-response I crime-free}, 
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assume that oc and B are the same for both periods and that response decisions are 
conditionally Independent given the victimization status. The data may then be viewed as 
arising from a nine cell multinomial distribution. If oc and $ are regarded as known then 
the likelihood can be shown to depend on oc and $ only through their ratio ,r = ex/$. In 
particular, it is proportional to 
u, n, u2"2 u3"3 u4"4 (u, +1ru2>" 12(u3+1ru4)n34(u, +1ru3)n 13(u2+1ru4)n24 
x (u1+1S'u2+1S'u3+1r2u4)n1234 • 
with n1234 = 115. The missing at random model then corresponds to i = l. 
To examine this prOblem using our S functions we f lrst need to write a short Fortran 
program to evaluate the tog poster tor as a funct Ion of u1, u2 and u3, and a subroutine to 
evaluate two additional functions of the parameters, u4 = 1- u1 - u2 - u3 and f. The code 
is given In Listing 1. 
C 
Listing 1: Fortran Code for Victimization Example 
subroutine ll ike(n. theta. rows, cols, datmat, 
& numhyp, hyper, fval) 
double precision theta(!), datmat( 1), 
& hyper(l), fvat 
Integer n. rows, cols, numhyp 
external fO 
call fO(n, theta, datmat(l), <latmat(2), 
& datmat(3), datmat(4), datmat(S), datmat(6), 
& datmat(7), datmat(B), datmat(9), 
& hyper(!), hyper(2), hyper(3), hyper(4), 
& hyper(S), fval) 
return 
end 
c log Joint posterior density 
C 
subroutine fO(n, theta,nl,n2,n3,n4, 
& n12,n34,nl3,n24,nl234,b1,b2, 
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C 
& b3,b4,gamma, fval) 
implicit real*S(a-h,0-2) 
di mens Ion theta(3) 
double precision nLn2,n3,n4. 
& n12,n34,nl3,n24,nl234, 
& bl,b2,b3,b4,gamma 
double precision fval 
u l=theta( 1) 
u2=theta(2) 
u3=theta(3) 
u4=max( 1.0-u l-u2-u3,0.0) 
temp=(n 1 +b 1-1.0)*log(u l)+(n2+b2-1.0)*log(u2) 
& +(n3+b3-l .0)*tog(u3)+(n4+b4-1.0)*log(u4) 
& +n12•1og(u1/gamma+u2)+n34*log(u3/gamma+u4) 
& +n13*log(ul/gamma+u3)+n24*log(u2/gamma+u4) 
& +n1234*log(ul/gamma•*2 
& +u2/gamma+u3/gamma+u4) 
fvat=temp 
return 
end 
c parameter funct Ions - u4 and odds rat lo 
C 
subrout lne parfns(n,k,x,rows,cots,data,numhyp, 
& hypers,gval) 
double precision x(n), data(rows,cols), 
& hypers(numhyp),gvat 
integer n, k. rows, cols. numhyp 
double precision ul, u2, u3, u4 
Ul=x( l) 
u2=x(2) 
u3=x(3) 
u4=max(l .0-ul-u2-u3,0.0) 
if (k.eq.1) then 
gvat=u4 
else If (abs(u2*u3).gt .. ooooool) then 
gval=ul *u4/(u2*u3) 
etse 
gvat=0.0 
end If 
return 
end 
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C 
c log prior - returns zero since 11 Ike computes 
c log Joint posterior 
C 
subrout lne tpr lor(n, theta,numhyp,hyper. fval) 
double precision theta(!), hyper(l), fval 
integer n, numhyp 
fval=O.O 
return 
end 
Next, we need to prepare an s data structure containing lnformat Ion to be used by the 
posterior approx I mat Ion funct Ions. The data structure for th is prob tem Is called 
•missing- and is shown In Listing 2. 
List Ing 2: s data structure • m lsslng· 
$f Ile 
·miss inf 
$<1erivs 
0 0 0 
$scale 
0.02 0.01 0.01 
$hypers 
0 0 0 0 1 
$data 
392 55 76 38 33 9 31 8 11 S 
$mode 
0.698 0.098 0.135 
$<1atac01s 
1 
$numhypers 
s 
$nu m f unct Ions 
2 
$numparams 
3 
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We are now ready to proceed with the analysis within S. The first step might be to 
compute the Joint mode of the posterior. The lnit lat guess used In the structure 
·missing· Is the maximum llketlhoo<I estimate 1>ase<1 on Ignoring the missing data. The 
command for comput Ing the posterior mode and Its result are 
> pmode(misslng) 
0.6989210 0.0981198 0.1317950 
These are the modal values for u1, u2 and u3• Next, we compute the means and standard 
deviat Ions of parameters w Ith Indices 1 through s ( 1 through 3 are u1, u2 and u3, 1 is u4 
and 5 is ~): 
> pmoment(m lsslng, 1 :s) 
$mean 
0.6959613 0.0991577 0.135S131 0.06903'48 3.678136 
$stdev 
0.0186863 0.012-4064 0.0110862 0.0101993 0.91807'47 
These catcutat Ions are based on the hyperparameter vector included in the • m issinf 
structure, which corresponds to the Haldane prior dlstribut ion and the ·missing at 
random· assumption 1f = 1. To examine the effect of varying the prior we supply an 
alternate hyperparameter vector to the pmoment function. This vector overrides the 
vector In the ·missing- structure. The first four entries in this vector are the 
elements of the parameter vector b of the Dirichlet prior distribution. and the fifth 
entry Is tne value of 1f. The moments for the Jeffreys prior and Kadane·s lnformat Ive 
prior are: 
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> pmoment(mlsslng, 1:s, hypers=c(.5,.5,.5,.5, 1)) 
$mean 
0.6945084 0.0999542 0.1359121 0.0696255 3.672527 
$stdev 
0.0186998 0.0124200 0.0140887 0.0105564 0.9127732 
> pmoment(m lsslng, l :5, hypers=c(7 .5, 1, 1, .s, 1)) 
$mean 
0.6968355 0.0994736 0.1349625 0.0687286 3.679743 
$st<1ev 
0.0181832 0.0123067 0.0139162 0.0104073 0.9108113 
It appears that the particular prior distribution used does not have much effect on the 
results obtained. This Is not surprising In view of the total sample size In this problem. 
Note that all three prior distributions produce a posterior mean of around 3.5 and a 
posterior standard deviation of around 1 for the odds ratio f. 
To examine the sensitivity of our conclusions to the ·missing at random· assumption 
we exam lne the marginal posterior density of f for Kadane·s inf or mat Ive prior and 
several choices of the parameter l. The sequence of commands 
> plot(?normal lze(pmar 1 (m lsslng,5,seq( 1, 10, len=S0), 
+ hype rs=c( 7. 5, 1, 1, . 5, 1))), type=· 1 ·) 
> t lnes(?normal lze(pmar 1 Cm iss lng,5,seq( 1, 1 0, len=50). 
+ hypers=c(7.S, 1, 1,.s,2)))) 
> lines(?normallze(pmar l(mlsslng,5,seq(l, 10, 1en=50), 
+ hypers=c(7 .5, 1, 1, .5, 10)))) 
> 1 lnes(?normal ize(pmar 1 (m lsslng,S,seq( 1.10, ten=SO). 
+ nypers=c(7 .s, 1, 1, .5,.1)))), 
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together with some additional commands for labeling, produce the plot shown in Figure 
1. The curve for 'r = 10 Is close to the curve for J = oo In which all missing 
observat Ions are assume<I to correspon<1 to vlct Im tzat Ions. The case 'r = .1 on the 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Figure 1: Posterior Density of the Odds Ratio 
other hand is quite close to er = o in which all m isslng observat Ions are assumed to be 
crime-free. It seems plausible to us that er should be greater than one, but not by a 
factor of 10; a value of two to three would seem to be more realistic. If er Is in fact 
In the range between 2 and 3 then this would not appear to produce concluslons that are 
substantially different from the conclusions under the ·missing at random· assumption. 
A much larger value of er would, however, shift the posterior on f considerably. At this 
point we could decide to pursue this Issue further. perhaps by Including oc and $ as 
parameters In our mode 1. on the other hand, If we were pr I mar I ly Interested In 
determ In Ing whether f Is greater than one then the results In Figure 1 are quite 
conclusive: No matter what value of er Is used, all posterior <lens it ies assign essentially 
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probabi llty one to the event {~ > 1}; in fact, they assign at least probabl lity .9 to the 
event {f > 2}. 
5. Conclusions 
A considerable amount of work stilt remains to be done on developing and 
understanding approximations for use In Bayesian analyses. Diagnostics for determining 
when approximations are performing satisfactorily or when transformations of 
parameters might produce t mproved approx I mat ions are needed. More research is also 
needed on the use of numerical derivatives In approximations. Practical experience with 
numerical derivatives has been favorable so far. but further work Is needed to determine 
the best form of numerical derivatives to use and to produce guidelines on when they can 
be used with conf ldence. Since manual coding of analytical formulas for derivatives Is a 
tedious and error prone process, the ability to use either numerical derivatives or an 
automated system for producing anatyt le derlvat Ive expressions (I. e. a symbolic 
differentiation system) Is essential for an effective computational system. 
The Implementation of the approximations within s has provided a reasonable 
framework for routine Bayesian analysis. One addition to this framework that would be 
desirable and will be explored in the near future is an option to carry out a more 
careful evaluation of a posterl~r moment or marginal dlstrlDutlon using either 
Monte-Carlo integration or Gauss-Hermite quadrature. A user might then begin an 
analysis using quick approximations to explore several different approaches, and then use 
slower. more accurate methods on a part icutar for mu tat I on that seems promising. 
The weakest point In the present Implementation, from the point of view of a user, Is 
the need to prepare a Fortran subroutine for evaluating the tog posterior density. It Is 
possible to alleviate this to some extent by developing libraries of subrout Ines for 
standard models and augmenting these as needed. However the process of adding a new 
model tailored to a particular application Is still rather onerous. Even a very simple 
Fortran program such as the one given In List Ing 1 above can take several hours to write 
and debug. On the other hand, an S expression for evaluating a log posterior can usually 
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be written and debugged with considerably less effort. For the example of the previous 
sect Ion this should take on the order of five to ten minutes. To be completely 
satisfactory our system should permit us to write expressions for the required 
functions In s rather ~han Fortran or c. Developments In the s system discussed In 
Chambers (1987) and Bates and Chambers (1987) should make this possible. The 
performance penalty may, however, be severe since expressions written in s would have 
to be Interpreted by s. If this Is the case then perhaps we w I 11 need to explore the use 
of alternative high - level languages that provide facilities for compilation Into machine 
code. A posslbl llty, advocated for example by McDonald and Pedersen (1986), Is the 
development of a statistical system built on a Lisp environment. 
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